
AMS 311 (Fall, 2013) Joe Mitchell

PROBABILITY THEORY
Homework Set # 3

Due at the beginning of class on Thursday, September 26, 2013. Reminder: Show your reasoning!

Read: Ross, Chapter 4, Sections 4.1–4.8, 4.10 (we will come back later to section 4.9). You may skip
Example 1e, Example 4c, Example 7d.

(1). (20 points) Six women and five men apply for a job at Google. Three of the applicants are selected for
interviews. Let X denote the number of women in the interview pool.

(a). Give (explicitly) the probability mass function for X. Also show a plot of it.
(b). Give (explicitly) the cdf, F (x), for X. Also show a plot of it.
(c). What is the probability that more women are interviewed than men?

(2). (20 points) Consider a random variable X whose cumulative distribution function (cdf) is given by

FX(x) =



















0 if x < −2
0.1 if −2 ≤ x < 1.1
0.3 if 1.1 ≤ x < 2
0.6 if 2 ≤ x < 3
1 if x ≥ 3

(a). Give the probability mass function of X, explicitly.
(b). Compute P (2 < X < 3).
(c). Compute P (X ≥ 2).
(d). Compute P (X ≥ 3 | X ≥ 0).
(e). What is the cdf (distribution function) of Y = X2 − 1? (be explicit!)
(f). Compute E(X). Also compute E(XE(X)).

(3). (15 points) From past experience, the owner of a restaurant knows that, on average, 4% of the groups
that make reservations never show and 7% of the groups that make reservations show up late (the other 89%
percent show up on time). How many reservations can the owner accept and still be at least 80% sure that
all parties that make a reservation will show? How many reservations can the owner accept and still be at
least 90% sure that there will be at most one “no-show”? What is the expected number of late groups?
Show your work and justify your answer.

(4). (25 points) Consider a random variable X whose probability mass function is given by

p(x) =



























0.1 if x = −2
0.1 if x = 0
0.3 if x = 2.2
a2 if x = 3
4a if x = 4
0 otherwise

(a). (2 points) What is a?
(b). (5 points) Compute P (X2 − 2 > 6).
(c). (3 points) What is F (0)? What is F (1)? What is F (F (3.1))?

(Here, F (·) denotes the distribution function (cdf) for X)
(d). (5 points) Sketch a plot of the function F (x).
(Make sure to label the coordinates on the axes!)
(e). (5 points) What is P (2X − 3 ≥ 2 | X ≥ 2.1)?
(f). (3 points) Compute E(X).
(g). (2 points) Compute E(F (p(X))).

(5). (10 points) There are n stars in the sky that are visible. Joe and Estie each count the stars, indepen-
dently. Each of them never overcounts a star, but they may miss some of the stars. (I.e., they either count



it exactly once, or not at all.) The probability that Joe misses any one star is pJ ; the probability that Estie
misses a star is pE . Let X be the number of stars that Joe counts, and let Y be the number of stars that
Estie counts. Finally, let W be the number of stars that are counted (by Estie or by Joe). What precisely
are the distributions of X, Y , and W? (If they are named distributions, give the name and the parameters
and some justification.)
(6). (10 points) The AMS 311 exam will test students on some of the 50 key facts about probability; Joe
will randomly pick 10 of the 50 facts to put on the exam. Each student gets to pick 6 of the 10 to state and
explain. Bob is trying to decide how many facts he should study to prepare for the exam. Bob studies k of
the facts (where k is an integer between 0 and 50). Let X be the number of AMS 311 facts appearing on the
exam that Bob has studied. What is the distribution of X? (If it is a named distributions, give the name
and the parameter(s), in terms of k, and some justification.)
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